Abstract. This paper proposes the detection mechanism and implementation of the malware detection system, which generates the behavioral sequences patterns of the malware groups and detects the known and unknown malware. The behavioral patterns of the malware groups are generated as using Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) algorithm with the API call sequences occurred from the execution of some malware samples. Especially the proposed system provides a security manager with intuitive and easy determination through our 3D visualization technique for both the analysis result obtained from our malware detection system and the behavioral sequence patterns of the malware groups.
Introduction
The recent cyber-attacks such as APT attack seems to be different types of attacks according to the malicious purpose. However, most of them commonly use various malicious codes. Also malware propagation was accelerated by the automated malware generation tools which could create easily a variant of known malware or new type of malware. Therefore, in order to detect and respond to these attacks, the advanced visualization technique as well as the detection technique that can efficiently detect the known and even unknown malware is required. In this paper, we introduce simply the method of malware detection based on dynamic analysis and focus on the implementation and visualization of the malware detecion system. It generates the common behavioral sequence pattern (named "feature-chain") of some malware group as applying MSA [1] , [2] algorithm to the API call sequences extracted by hooking API calls of malware. And it supports 3D visualization scenes to assist in malware detection and analysis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the methods generating the behavior pattern of malware and detecting malware based on similarity of API call sequences. Section 3 depicts the implementation of the proposed malware detection system and the visualization scenes for the analysis result obtained from our proposed system. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
Malware Detection System based on Behavioral Sequences
To detect new malware and its variants as well as existing malware, we propose the malware detection and classification technology based on the feature-chains of the malware groups. Fig.1 shows the conceptual model of the proposed system. A large number of malware collected are executed on a host/PC. API hooker installed on the host/PC hooks some API calls and store them in database, which are occurred in malware and defined as a feature in advance. Then we cluster collected various malware samples as some groups with our clustering mechanism according to similarity of malware behavior. After this clustering, we can generate the feature-chain of each malware group using MSA algorithm. Therefore, based on these feature-chains, we can detect new malware and its variants as well as the existing malware by calculating similarity value between the feature-chains and the sequence of a target process (suspicious executables). Furthermore, we can classify the detected malware (suspicious code) into the malware group with high similarity value.
Fig. 1. Conceptual Model of Our Proposed System

Procedures of the Proposed System
As shown in Fig.1 , our proposed technology consists of two procedures, which are the feature-chain generation and similarity analysis. Procedure 1. This procedure is the training phase to generate the behavior patterns named "feature-chain" identifying the malware groups. First, we execute the collected malware samples in the limited execution environment and monitor and extract their API call sequences. Through the feature selection & preprocessing and clustering steps, these sequences are processed as an input sequence set of MSA. Finally from the result of MSA, the feature-chain of the malware group is generated and added in database.
Procedure 2. This is the phase to detect a target process as malware or benign by measuring sequence similarity between the sequence of a target process and the feature-chains of the malware groups. The sequence detected as malware is reported and stored in database to update the feature-chain of the malware group.
Functional Steps of the Proposed System
Our proposed system has five functional steps (numbers in parentheses) as shown in Fig. 1 . For more explanation about each step, refer to our previous paper [5] .  Data Collection & Sequence Extraction: Our malware samples had been collected from the web site such as "malshare.com" [3] and "VXVolt.net" [4] . By executing all malware samples collected in the limited environment, we extracted API call sequences from malware samples with API hooking library.  Feature Selection & Preprocessing: We selected the features which can identify a target process as benign or malware. And we converted the integer sequence of API calls into the character sequence to use it as an input sequence of MSA.  Clustering: We categorized the collected malware samples as some malware groups in advance in order to generate the feature-chains of the malware groups.
For our data set, we had three-steps clustering mechanism (Division/SubDivision/Merging) applying the decision tree (Weka C4.5) [6] and MSA algorithm.  Feature-chain Generation: We generated the feature-chains using ClustalX [7] , [8] tool widely used for MSA algorithm in bioinformatics.  Similarity Analysis: We can detect and classify malware by calculating similarity value between the feature-chains and the sequence of a target process. At this time, this similarity value is calculated based on a Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [9] algorithm.
Implementation of Malware Detection System
In this paper, we focus on implementation of our proposed system. First, we explain the architecture of our proposed system and introduce each visualization scenes for the analysis result obtained from our system.
Architecture of the Proposed System
Fig . 2 shows the architecture of our proposed system. It is composed of three components such as a server, a three-dimensional graphic user interface and a database. All analysis logic and algorithms are designed and implemented as the function of the Server. Some graphic rendering engines for 3D visualization are 3D GUI. First, as input data for our proposed system, the Server periodically collects the behavior events of some processes from HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) through the Impala query and receives abnormal behavior alerts or the analysis request sent by a user (system administrator). All results of analysis and detection, all pre-processed events as well as the behavior patterns are stored in Oracle database by the Server and through the DB, 3D GUI uses and displays them.
Fig. 2. Architecture of the Proposed System
As shown in Fig. 2 , the Server system has four functional modules. patterns of the respective malware groups using MSA algorithm after clustering malware and stores these patterns in database in order to visualize them.
Visualization of the Proposed System
This section describes each functional module and visualization scene in the 3D GUI.  GDPM (Graphic Data Processing Module): To generate data objects used in each visualization module, it collects and parses the host and network data from database and assigns those data to each 3D rendering data object. 3D engine rendering handles the data object in order to visualize the behavioral feature and behavior sequence of a target process.  BFVM (Behavioral Feature Visualization Module): It visualizes each behavioral feature of host/network data on 3D DNA structure. It inserts data object generated from GDPM into the queue and periodically renders and displays the object as the element of 3D DNA structure, as shown in the left side of Fig. 3 .  PBRM (Process Behavior Representation Module): As shown in the right side of Fig. 3 , it displays the same data object as one used by BFVM on a spectrum structure, which represents the behavior order of the processes running on a host.  BPVM (Behavior Pattern Visualization Module): As shown in the left side of Fig.  4 , it provides top-N of the similarity calculation value and the result of LCS between the sequence of a target process and the feature-chains. Also as shown in the right side of Fig.4 , it visualizes those results on 3D space to easily compare the sequence of a target process with the feature-chains of the malware groups.
Through this visualization scenes, we may intuitively realize the behavior of the process running on the host and the correlation between the host and the network data. Also they can assist a security manager in understanding the analysis results more easily and effectively because of displaying a similar region between the behavior sequence of a target process and the feature-chains.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the methods generating the behavior patterns of the malware groups and detecting malware by measuring similarity between the API call sequence of a target process and the feature-chains. Also as the implementation of our proposed system, we explained the architecture and visualization scenes of our proposed system. This visualization can provide a security manager or user with intuitive and easy determination.
